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(1957-2010).torrentKonsomes Konsomes Physical Konsomes is an orientation and navigational system
designed for Medium sized vessels up to 2000Gts. An extra version of a worldwide connected system called

Marine Traffic. Offering Vessel positions, waypoints, routes, traffic information, weather forecasts, Vessel
tracking, marine telemetry. An enhanced version of Marine Traffic Portal. Marine Traffic Broadcast (MTV) is an
enhanced version of Marine Traffic Portal and is a broadcast service. Mtv is wireless and integrated with an IT

backbone. Marine Traffic Regulatory Information (MTRI) is an in-house designed and developed database which
stores all things related to the Marine Traffic and which enables easy integration in the Marine Traffic Portal and
Konsomes. Mtri includes the necessary data for the efficient use of Mtv, Konsomes and OWC. The System is an
orientation and navigational system designed for Small ships and Small boats up to 1500Gts. When connected

to an Ethernet backbone, a Local version of the System is created. The System is an orientation and
navigational system designed for Large vessels up to 2000Gts. When connected to an Ethernet backbone, a

Local version of the System is created. An Enhanced version of Marine Traffic Connect. Marine Traffic Exchange
is an enhanced version of the Marine Traffic Connect system. It has the means for making a connection from

the Internet directly to a vessel or vessel group. The connection is made by multiplexing an IP connection. The
Agent is an IT agent developed to enable the Konsomes service. Marine Traffic Channel is an enhanced version
of Marine Traffic Broadcast. The service is based on the use of a maritime channel which is a radio range given

to a company.
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